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INTRODUCTION TO THE 

·cATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 



Complete ••rrice on a modern radio receiver ha• come to include more than 

merel.7 r ..... tabl1•hing the proper rea1•tance and condenser '98.lue• and aligning 

the varioua tuned circuit• for DBX11111m reeponee at one or two setting9 of the 

dial, a• at 6oo and 14oo ld.locycl••, for example. Present � rece1 ver deaign 

require• that dm con•ideration be given the :fact that a radio set r•lq re 

ceivea, ampllfiea, and reproduce• a band of :frequenciea rather than a single 

:frequency', aa it haa been ordinarily undentood. Jor exaq,le, although a •et 

1a tuned to 720 ld.locyclea, it ampl1f'1H and reproduc4'8 a band ·of frequencies 

extending from 2t to 5 or more kilocycles on either eide of the 720-kc. rHonant 

frequency-. 

To obtain opt11111m performance from auch a receiver, it ia neceaear., to know 

how it responds to the various frequencies included in thia extended range, and 

8UCh in:f orma tion can be obtained onq from an examination of the general aen- 

si ti vi ty and response curvea of the set. The importance of these response 

curves is also emphasized by the fact that Da?J1' broadcast atationa are sending 

out improved quali� programs of the high fidelity t1P9 with wider side bands, 

and the receiver nust be capable of translating theae outer bands into the corres 

pondin& higher audible frequenciea. In ad.di tion, the close coupling employed in 

some of the newer 1-f transformers actually requires a check of the response 

curve of each i-f stage to note whether or not all trimmer condensers have been 

adjusted correctly. 

Thii means that for efficient aervicing and aligning, a quicker wa;y nust be 

bad for obtaining theae curvaa than the old method ot measuring the response of 

the receiver w1 th an output meter for a number of frequenciea above and below the 
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resonant frequency-, and then plotting a curve DILnual]Jr from the data obtained. 

It was to meet this requirement that the cathode-� oscilloecope wa• de 

veloped, for with the aid of a eui table signal genera.tor correctl3' connected to 

the radio receiver, there is 1natantl1' del1n•ted on the ecreen of the 

oacilloacope a trace of the Bignal wave ae it pass•• through the particular 

etage of the receiver to which the oecilloscope 1• connected. The neceeaar;y 

corrective ad.Juatmente can then be made, and at eve17 inetant the ahape of the 

eignal wave ia v1e1ble ao that proper alignment can readil1' be establiehed. 

The calibrated eignal pnerator lill.St be capable of furnishing a etaa� 

signal at &l'\V' frequency- within the range over which modern radio recei vars tune. 

ilso, the signal genera tor 11118 t be equipped to mo du.late either the anpli tu.de of 

the signal at an audio frequency- (4oo c7clea at 3<:JI, modulation 11 COIIIDOD practice) 1 

or the frequency- of the signal over a range of 15 or more ld.locy-cle• on either 

•ide of the min frequency to which the generator ia tuned. Thia latter procese 

is of ten ref erred to a• wobbula ting the signal frequency-. In aMi tion 8U1 table 

sweep vol tagea muat be provided for aprea.ding out the aignal wave across the 

•crean of the tube. In some makes of oscilloscope• part of this modul.atin& equip.. 

ment is self-contained, while in others it 11 part of the signal generator. 

Separate wobbulators are also aftilable so that the standard teat oscillator can 

be used in connection with an oscilloscope. 

· The applications of the oscilloecope, however, are not 11mi ted mere]Jr to 

ob•erv1ng response curTee of radio receivers. The oscilloscope 1• ve17 nuible, 

and the better it 1• understood the mre uses for it are found. For example, 

it can be ueed as an .t..C. peak voltmeter or ammeter, as a D.c. voltmeter, for 

malcing phaee and frequency determS.nations, locating distortion in audio amplifiers, 

aaki.n& bwa obsenation•, modulation ana)Tsie, determinin& audio transformer 

charac tertetice I etc. 
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The cathode-1"81' tube, which 1• the •••enc• of an oacilloecope, 1• lil:8 an 
,,-.... , 

indicating voltmeter of inf'ini te reaistance, tmt uses in place of a pointer a 

ray ot electron•. These electrons are caused to etrike a fluorescent ecrean 

and prodnce a 9Pot of light. The signal volt.a.gee to be analyzed are 1q,reesed 

on a pair ot deflectin& pl.a.tea tbat cause this electron ray to BWin,; up and down; 

and since the ray has no weight or inertia, 1 ta responae is practically 1� 

etantaneoua • .Uao, it requires neglible power for ite JDOTllll8Dt and it put• no 

load on the circu.1 t that 1• being tested. By means of a aui table neep voltage 

the ray i a at the same time deflected horizon tally, with the result that the spot 

of light delineate• on the screen a pattern or trace of the signal voltage wave. 

The cathode-ray tube operate• on the same basic electron principlee as that 

ot the regular amplifier tube• in a radio receiver. .An indirectly heated cathode 

em1 ta a maBB of electrons, and around this cathode 1a a cylindrical grid tbat 

has an opening at the end thl'O'U8h which a b-.m of electrons can eacape. Thi• 

grid is at a negative potential with reapect to the cathode, and by varying this 

potential the mmber of electrons that paH through can be controlled. Since 

the number of electron, reachin,; the mcreen determines the br1ghtneH of the 

spot, this grid potential control ia termed the "Intenei 1iY Control" on the 

oacilloacope. 

The electrons next pass through an accelerating cylinder that is at a pos1't1ve 

potential with respect to the cathode and is called Anode No. 1. The potential 

of this Anode No. l also is "fariable, and eiDCe this Anode baa the add.1 tional 

effect of concentrating of focusin,; the electrons into a •harp point or line, 

this control is called the "Jocuaing Control"• The electrons are then further 

accelerated through another cylinder, Anode No. 2,  which ia at a still higher 

fixed positive potential • 

.A,tter ._.rging from .Anode Bo. 2 the ft3 of electron• on it• � to tbe 
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ecreen pt.Hee between two aet. of deflectin& plate. One pair of th••• plates 

1• mounted. in a ftrtical poai tion; and when a potential 11 pu.t on these plate•• 

th91" deflect th9 beam to the left or right in a horizontal plane. They are 

coneequentl7 labeled the Hori1ontal Deflecting or merel7 "Horizontal" plate• 

on the oecilloacope. The other pair of plates are mounted in a horizontal 

poai tiQ!l• and when electrical.17 excited deflect the electron beam up or down in 

a vertical plane. They are coneequentq called the Vertical Deflecting or mere'.17 

the "Vertical plat••· It ia onto these deflecting plates that the aigml volt 

age• to be checked are impreHed. The reaul ting dual-deflecting influence ex 

erted on the electron ray by both eeta of platee, causes it to trace the shape 

of the signal voltage under obeervation. 

The coq,lete oscilloscope coneiata then of a cathode-� tube and the 

neceaaa17 auxiliary equipment. Thia includes first a built-in pwer supply for 

providing the required operating potential•. There are also two resistance- 

coupled amplifiere, one for amplifying the aigDals for the vertical deflecting 

plates and the other for the horizontal plates. Jach amplifier ia also equipped 

with a su1 table gain control so that tull-ecreen deflec.tions can be obtained 

both verticalq and horizontalq for different signal intensities. 

J'or spreading out the inages horizontally across the sc reen a suit.able saw 

tooth oscillator of the relamtion type is provided. In the earlier oscn.Josc�pes 

neon lamps were used in this oscillator, but all later instruments eq,loy the 

recently developed No. 885 gas-discharge triode. This oscillator bas two controls, 

one a range selector and the other a vernier for fine control. .And lastly. the 

B)"DChronising control for setting the iDBgee in a fixed position on the screen. 

This control bae e.n aunl�cy 2-poeition switch so that either external or in- 

ternal synchronizing can be cut in. 
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HOW THE C.A.THOim-BAY TUBE IS CONNECTED 

The heart of an oscilloscope is the ca th.ode-ray tube.. The other component 

� ::.  parts are merely accessories to provide the necessary opera ting con di tiona for 

this tube. These accessories include a power pack, a pair of resistance coupled 

amplifiers (one for the vertical and the other for the horizontal deflectin& 

plates), a sweep frequency generator, and a system of switches and controls for 

arranging the proper connections and regulating the size of the ima.ga. 

The power pa.ck generally consieta of two sections, one for supp]3ing the 

required potentials to the ca thode-rey tube and the other for opera tin& the 

amplifiers and sweep frequency generator. These two sections are connected in 

seriee with the coJ1111on junction point grounded to the metal housing. In other 

words, contrary to customary practice, instead of groundin& the negative side 

of the high vol ta,;e a7e tam the poai ti ve aide is grounded. 

J. typical hook.-up arrangement as is used with cathode-ray- tubes in oscillo ... 

copes is illustrated in the accompanying diagram. The cathode is internally 

tied to one Bide of the heater, and as shown is also connected to a point on the 

voltage dirlder which ia above minimllm negative potential b;y an amount equal to 

the drop acroH :a.-3. :a.-3 is a potentiometer tr1 th the allder connected to the 

grid of the tube. MJy point on thia potentiometer is below cathode potential, &nd. 

by shifting the slider up or down the grid can be nade leH or more negative than 

the cathode. Since this necative potential on the grid determines the namber of 

electrons that can ulti.JI8tely reach the aarH!l �n the tube, it regulate, the 

brightness of the 11p<>t or iJmce. It is therefore called the Intensi � Control. 

This control uaualq also hae the On-Off power nitch attached to it. 

R-2, which comprise, the next section of the voltage divider, is also a 

potentiometer, but has 1 ta slider connected to Anode No. 1. Any point on R-2 
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11 abow catbo4e potential, and b7 mo'fing the 111der lip or 40W2l the potential on 

.A.node lfo. 1 11 ad.e more or l••• po11 tin tba.n the cathode. '!'be potential on 

.A.node lfo. 1 c!etermiueE the 1barpnH1 and ou tlille of the 1.mge, and accord.1.llc]T 

B,.2 11 called the J'oau1nc Control. B- 1 1 •  •r•lT a fi.Xecl bleed.er re•1•tor for 

dropping the voltage to the proper •lue needecl at � • 

.A.node lfo. 2 1• at •x1ww po11 tin potantia� and 1• cODMCtecl directl.7 to 

the output of the ponr auppl.7 171tmn. Thie point 11 al10 grounded, a• _. 

mentioned pre'f1.oual7. Emmina tion of the deflee ting pla tea further •how• that 

one of the vertical and one of the borisoatal pl.a tff are tied together and in 

turn connected. to anode lfo. 2. The ad•ntage of th11 arrangement 1• that a 

comnon ground connection can be brought out. To 1ml)re11 a eigml on the vertical 

deflecting plate•, it 11 therefore onq necessary to connect the high side of 

the 1ignal suppl7 to the free vertical plate (brought out to a eepa.rate tip jack) 

and the low eide to ground. Similarq, to hlpreH a aignal on the horizontal 

deflecting plate1, connection is made to the free hori1ontal plate and to ground. 

Essential� there are onl.7 two controls to the tube, the Intenai v and the J'ocua 

ing Control. However, there are two additional control• general� associated 

with the tube tm.t aaai1t in locating the image on the acrean. One of theee 1• 

theVertical Poai tioning and the other the Horisontal Poaitioning Control. Each 

of these also consists of a potentiometer connected across a portion of the volt 

age divider. The slider of one is connected to the free vertical plate and the 

slider of the other to the free horizontal plate. B;r adJu,atin& thee• potentio 

meter, the potential of the free plates can be made poai ti ve or negative w1 th 

respect to the grounded pl.a.tea and the image according� shifted vertical]T or 

horizontall;y. 

OPERATING CONTBOLS ON AN OSCILLOSCOPE 

.il though at first sight an oscilloscope appears to lave a perplexing� large 
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TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAPH CIRCUIT 
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nUllber of control•, con:t'ua1on can eaai� be dispelled if it 18 recalled to wmt 

portion of the oecilloacope each particular control belonge and what a4J,iat 

menta are mcle with it. The following control• are generally found on an 

oacilloacope panel. On ft.riou1 makes of instraaents these control• DBi}" be 

arranged or labeled different�, and on aome 1everal rray be cod>ined in to one 

compo11 te control, but an emrn1nat1on of the panel will always reveal the 

DB.Jori v of tho1e described below to be uaed. 

INTENSITY 

Th11 control generally also incorporates the "on-off" switch for the entire 

instrument, and regwates the brightneBB and intensity- of the •pot or line. It 

should be turned o� high enau&h to produce a aJJBll noticeable spot. When the 

oacilloacope ia idle for a time, the intensi't7 should be turned down to con 

serve the activiV of the screen. Never leave the beam or line in one spot sco 

long, aa this rra:!' burn the screen mterial. 

FOCUS 

Thia control regulates the size and sharpness of the spot or line, and should 

always be set for minilllllll readable brilliance. 

HORIZONTAL SHIFT 

Thia control moves the position of the spot or line horizontally to the right 

or left so that the pattern can be set where 1 t is desired. 

Vll:RTICAL SHIFT 

Thie control moves the spot or line up or down in a vertical plane when such 

shifting is necea9&17. 

HORIZONTAL. GA.IN 

Thie control cuts in an amplifier to intensify the signal fed to the 

horizontal plates. It is a @'Jlin control on the amplifier and regulates the length 

of the horizo�1tal line or pattern. 
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1 t deflects the beam from left to right (L to R) , and 1n dropping to zero 1 t 

bringa the b-.m, back to the starting poai tion L. Since this return aweep ia 

virtual� instantaneous, the screen does not fluoresce, and the_ return 18 not 

visible. 

l [ 

A.9.I  

Such saw-tooth voltage ia conmon]Jr generated with a special oscillator ayetem 

of the relaxaction type that empl01'8 a tn,e 885 gas triode. This tube is filled 

w1 th an inert gas that is nol'D81� non-conductive; but if the plate potential 

increases beyond a certain value, the gas ionizes and becomes conductive and 

permit• a free passage of current from cathode to plate. As aoon as the plate 

potential drope BU:f'ficient�, the gas �in de-ionizes and current flow ceases. 

Bl' meana of a negative bias on the grid the potential at which b�a,m occurs, 

can be regulated. Therefore, the tube is called a gri�ontrolled gaaeoua-dis-. 

cbarge triode. 

T '  
-..c- 
-:c- 
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,:-  
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Fi. g. 2. 
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The basic· circuit ot such a eaw-tooth oscillator 1• shown in J'1g. 2. A 

coudenser C is connected from pl.ate to cathode, and in series with the pl.ate- 

supply l3 is a variable resistor R. Negative bia.1 on the grid is obtained from 

the potentiometer P. As current flows into condenser C,  a potential builds up 

across it and also across the plate and cathode. Ass soon as this potential 

reachee the break-down point, the flJ.S ionizes and the condenser discharges tr.rough 

the tube, and the voltage drops to zero. At this time the gas quickly de-ionizes 

and the cycle repeat•. Increa1ing· the grid bias raises the break-down potential. 

and decreasiIJ8 the bias lowers the potential at which discharge occurs. The 

saw-tooth voltage is tapped off at terminals T and T • .  The voltage rise as the 

condenser charges is represented by the sloping line LR in Fig. 1.  while the 

quick drop to zero on discharge is represented by the vertical line m. • .  

HOW SA.W-'roOTH l"REQUDCY IS CONTEOLLED 

The period of time required for the volt.age to rise from zero to mx1m,m 

depends upon the size of the condenser and the value of the resistor. The 

r> larger the condenser the more current mat flow into it to raise its potential 

to a given value, and the greater the time requi:red to sweep the beam across the 

screen. In other words, the larger the condenser the lower the frequency, and 

the smaller the condenser the higher the frequency of the oscillator. Also, for 

a given condenser the charging period can be lengthened (the oscillator frequency 

lowered) by increasing the series resistoro Decreasing the resistor raises the 

frequency. Since the grid bias controls the plate potential at which br&ak-down 

occurs, it also affects the frequency, for at lower break-down potential less 

time is required to charge the condenser and the frequency is greater. At 
I 

greater negative bias, higher plate potential is needed, more time is required to 

charge the condenser, and the frequency is lower. 

Consequently, in order to cover a wide range of frequencies, it is customary 
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practice to anploy a number of fixed condensers so that any one of them can be be 

cut into the circuit by means of a suitable selector nit.ch. With each condenser 

a limited band of frequencies can then be covered as determined by the "VB.lue 

of the series resistor R. Two controls are thus used on an oscilloacope for 

regulating the saw-tooth oacillator: one a coarse selector for choosing the band 

within which the operat1?18 frequenc7 lies. and the other a vernier for adjuat- 

ing the oscillator to the exact frequency desired. Frequencies up to 20,000 

and 30.000 cycles per second are developed in this manner in different malms of 

oscilloscopea. 

� 
0111:pv1: 

s R 

p 

1· 1 I  +B 
.,---.,  

I  ,{ 1 c-r ,-, 

A9.3 
- 

·  C-4 
• C-3 

- .. 

A typical saw-tooth sweep oscillator ayatem as employed in a number of 

conmereial osci:l.loecopee is shown in Fig. 3. Switch S selects the frequency band 

by cutting the required condenser into the circuit, while resistor R is the 

vernier control for naking the fine frequency adjustment. Potentiometer P con- 

trols the grid potential on the gas triode a�d detennines the plate potential at 

which ioniation and discharge oocun. Since potentiometer P a l s o  servea to 

"tie in" the neep oscillator with the other operating potentials, it is generalq 
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labeled. the 8JJi,chron1siDC Control. It• ue i• explained further in anotMr 

•eoticm. 

SIKPLll WAVI JOBII �RIB Il'nGBil J'lllQDIRCY BlTIO 

!'he nature of the 1nage appearing on the mcreen of the cathode r,q tube 

depend.9 upon the relation ex1•t1ng between the frequency of the voltage appliecl 

to the Tertical plate• and tbt.t of the hori,sontal neep -voltage. 'l'o obtain a 

•imple pattern of the TOltage waTe under te•t, the horizontal neep tr� 

muat be equal to or be a IIUb-mltiple of the te•t TOltage frequeDCJ', that 1•, 

the ratio of the te11t TOl ta,;e frequency to the neep voltage trequeney 11119t be 

a enall whole number, ae 1 to 1, 2 to 1, 3 to 1, 4 to 1, et.c. If the ratio ie 

a fractional one, a complu arranc---nt of curvee will appear on the ecrem 

that have little JIN.Jling for anal.7•1• purposes. 

Al.though a. single wave trace on the screen will reTea.l the facts sought, a 

better interpretation can general� be obtained if two or three complete cycle, 

appear. J'or two cycles to form, the neep voltage lllll8t. be one-half of the Bignal 

voltage frequaney, for three cycles it Jlltl8t be one-third, for :tour cycles, one 

f'ourth, etc. If' the frequency of the voltage under observation 1• ve?7 high, 1 t 

may be neceasa17 to have four or five, or even more, complete cycles on the 

ecreen to stay within the opera tine limi t1 of the inatrmnent. 

When an oecilloecope is put into operation and the weep frequanc:, ie being 

adjusted, a DBze of curTed lines will f'iret be obsened moving aero•• the screen. 

The greater the ratio between the teat voltage frequency and the neep frequanc7, 

the greater will be the number of such lines as long ae the ratio ia of a 

fractional 'Value. AB the weep :frequency is cbanged, and the ratio approaches an 

integral value, the number of line, rapi� dim1niahe1 until final� a single 

trace appeara. Al 'lffiB previowa� exi_>lained., coarse adjustments are first mde 

with the selector ni tch which cuts in different frequency bande, and finer 
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adjustments are then made with the vernier control. 

THE SYNCHRONIZING CONTROL - I TS PURPOSE AND USE 

After the aweep frequency oscillator on an oscilloscope ia adjusted so that 

one or several wave forms of the signal volt.age under test appear stationary on 

the screen, there is still a tendancy for the image to shift slowly to the right 

or left due to drifting of the oscillator frequency or of the signal voltage. 

Thia is overcome by impressing a sDBll portion of the signal voltage onto the 

grid circuit of the aweep frequency oscillator, for since this grid tends to 

control the breakdown potential between the plate and cathode, these signal im- 
1 . 

pu.laea lock the two frequenci•• in step and fix the iuage on the screen. 

�is tying-in procesa is called synchronizing the two frequencies, and the 

control by means fo which this is accomplished is termed the Synchronizing Control. 

The synchronizing action will uaintain whether the synchronizing frequency is the 

same as the sweep frequency or whether one is a multiple or sub� tiple of the 

other - as long as the ratio of the two frequencies is a anall integral number. 

INTER.Nil AND EXTERNAL SY?lCHRONI ZING . 

The aynchronizing impul.sea that are fed to the grid of the sweep frequency 

oscillator can be taken either from the signal volt.age that is impreSBed on .the 

vertical deflecting pla tee of the cathode -ray tube or from some external voltage 

source, depending upon the nature of the teat that 19 being nade. In the first 

oaee 1 t is called internal 1yncbronizinc and in the second external synchronising. 

The synchronizing control consiats of a high resistance potentiometer the 

tJlider of which is connected to the grid of the sweep frequency oscillator. One 

end of the potentiometer is grounded. and the other 1e connected. through a :f'ixed 

condenser to the center tenainal of a d.ouble-thl'fJW Bl'fi tcb noun ted on the pe.nel 

of the oeoilloecope. In one poai tion this ni tch ia labeled ":lllxt. Syn." and in 

the other "Int. Syn.• IJi the u:terDRl poai tion it connects to a special tip jack 
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on the panel labeled "Ext.Syn." In the internal position it connects through a 

suitable filter resistor to the plate circuit of the vertical amplifier, which 

is the amplifier that supplies the signal voltage under test to the free vertical 

deflecting plate. 

PROPER MANIPULATION OF THE SYNCHRONIZING CONTROL 

The purpose of the synchronizing control, it was explained, is to lock in 

step the vertical deflecting frequency and the horizontal sweep frequency after 

the latter has been s�t to produce a stationary image of the desired number of 

wave forms on the screen. The proper adjustment of the synchronizing control 

�as much to do with the shape or appearance of the wave forms. 

Generally a single wave on the screen is not enough to permit correctly judging 

the form of the wave, for a number of distorting factors may be too prominent. 

Two or three waves will tell a better story. Then the horizontal sweep amplitude 

must be adjusted so that the waves will not be crowded together, but will be wel+ 

spread out across the screen. This amplitude adjustment is made by manipulating 

the horizontal amplifier gain. After these settings are made, the synchronizing 

control is cut in. This control should be advanced only far enough to set the 

image stationary. If it is turned too far, it will not only cause distortion of 

the wave forms, but it will also influence the sweep frequency by impressing too 

high a potential on the grid of the sweep oscillator. A little practice will 

readily make it a simple matter to quickly obtain optimum adjustments. 

Examination Questions on following page. 
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